
An operator working an onshore 
production well in Iraq experienced a 
stuck pipe and sought Baker Hughes 
to handle the process of freeing the 
drillstring. Baker Hughes mobilized from 
their local  facility quickly to deliver 
the Baker Hughes Mechanical Pipe 
Cutter™ (MPC™) service to sever the 
pipe. All necessary equipment and 
personnel arrived in a very short time 
frame—avoiding delays traditionally 
caused by the involvement of 
explosives or hazardous chemicals. 

Although a critical factor for the 
success of the operation was to apply 
tension to the bottomhole assembly, 
pipe recovery using the MPC had never 
been performed under compression 
conditions. Fifteen thousand pounds of 
over pull were applied. The correlation 
pass was done in the same run to 
ensure the right depth. After reaching 

depth, the pipe cutter was positioned 
and the pipe cut successfully. When 
the work was completed, the driller 
witnessed a variation of 300 lb. in the 
weight indicator.

The client praised the quality and 
precision of the cut, as well as the fast 
deployment of equipment, adding that 
no explosives or hazardous chemicals 
were necessary to cut the  
pipe—reducing any additional risks to 
the operation.

The indication of positive cut as well 
as the ability to control the depth 
of cut, where critical factors in this 
operation as free point indication was 
very difficult to achieve. The client was 
very pleased with the timely operations 
and the results achieved after having 
encountered other unsuccessful 
methods to free the stuck drill pipe.

Efficient pipe recovery operation in Iraq  
with Mechanical Pipe Cutter
Baker Hughes completes precise downhole pipe-cutting  
without ballistics or hazardous chemicals

Case study: Iraq

Challenges
• Onshore production well, Iraq  

• Run the pipe cutter through  
3 1/2-in 9.3 lbs/ft tubing and cut 
at 10,135 ft (3,089 m) before  
re-perforating the pay zones

Results
• Reduces rig time 

• Provides a  
non-ballistic, non-chemical 
solution to sever downhole tubes

• Fast deployment and 
transportation of equipment

• Efficient cuts to reduce debris 
and damage to outer strings 

• Confirms cuts to avoid 
unnecessary trips out of hole

• Customer had used ballistic 
cutters in the past, incurring 
higher mobilization expenses 

• Baker Hughes MPC minimized 
time and mobilization expenses 

• Less than five hours of total 
operation time

• After rigdown, the workover rig 
began pulling the tubing out to 
surface

Image of tubing after being pulled out to surface.
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